
AFTERTASTE

THE PROOF IS  IN THE PISCO
Expect purple Peruvian potato puree in  

Llama Inn’s pisco sour.

You don’t often hear “pisco” on its own in the States. It’s 
almost always combined with “sour” as a reference to 
the frothy Peruvian cocktail (one of the country’s two 
national drinks, no less) whose most basic ingredients 
include an egg white, simple syrup and lemon juice. It’s 
a perfectly balanced combination when done right, but 
as the bar at Williamsburg’s Llama Inn shows, it’s only 
one gateway to a world of pisco options.

Light bodied with a sweet aftertaste, pisco is a ver-
satile, clear brandy. With notes of grape and apple, it 
works well for after-dinner sipping but isn’t so over-
powering that it can’t complement other ingredients, 
too. “Most of our drinks have a pisco element; either 
they’re made with pisco or from pisco grape products,” 
Lynnette Marrero says.

She directs the bar at Llama Inn, where New Jer-
sey–raised chef Erik Ramirez, a son of two Peruvian 
immigrants, offers modern interpretations of tradition-
al flavors and ingredients. In this vein, Marrero’s ver-
sion of a pisco sour, called “Flying Purple Pisco,” uses 
a Peruvian purple potato puree to give the drink more 
texture. She boils the potatoes, adds sugar and water 
and then mashes the mixture. “It’s a light and fluffy pis-
co sour,” she says.

Another example of Marrero’s play is her version of 
a classic pisco punch—a cocktail typically made with 
pisco pineapple, lime juice, sugar, natural gum and wa-
ter—that includes chef Ramirez’s grandmother’s recipe 
for chicha morada, aka boiled purple corn drink in-
fused with pineapple rinds, cinnamon and cloves.

That drink, called the “Llama del Rey,” is one of 
the restaurant’s most popular. “Every household uses 
different spices and fruits, and when I tasted Eric’s 
grandmother’s recipe, it had so many beautiful [flavors 
evoking] the spice trade from China and Japan. I also 
wanted to use aged rum—obviously keeping it in the 
Caribbean—blending that with our pisco for this great 
melding of tradition,” Marrero said. “I balanced it all 
with a Spanish malbec to bring in the [colonial] influ-
ence, so this cocktail is kind of the story of Peru in its 
own way.”
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FIND OUT MORE       Go to ediblebrooklyn.com/2017/llama-inn-pisco 
for Llama Inn’s Flying Purple Pisco recipe.
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